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RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE
LOCAL FLOWCHARACTERISTICS AT THE AIR DATA
PROBELOCATIONS USING AN O.030-SCALE MODEL (45-0)
OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ORBITER CONFIGURATION
140/B (MODIFIED) IN THE NASA AMES RESEARCHCENTER
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL (OAI61, A, B, C)
by
M. E. Nichols, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
This report documents the results of wind tunnel test OAI61 of a
O.030-scale model 45-0 of the Configuration 140A/B (Modified) Space Shuttle
Vehicle Orbiter in the NASA Ames Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
facilities, conducted March 6, 1975 to March 31, 1975.
The purpose of this test was to determine local total and static
pressure environments for the air data probe locations and relative effec-
tiveness of alternate flight-test probe configurations. Testing was done
in the Mach number range from 0.30 to 3.5. Angle of attack was varied
from -8 to 25 degrees while sideslip varied between -8 and 8 degrees.
This report contains one volume of plotted data figures and a second
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a speed of sound; m/see, ft/see
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - P_)/q
M MAC}{ Math number; V/s
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV 2, N/m P, psfQ( )
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m_ per ft
V velocity; m/see, ft/sec
a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
¢ PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft 3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab , base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
e.g. center of gravity
_REF_ LREF reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis











CN CL_ normal-force coefficient; norm_l forceqS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial forceqS
Cy SY side-for_'.ecoefficient; side forceqS
C_JB base-force coefficient; base force
CAb qS
-Ab(Pb - p_)/',IS
CAf CA_,._ forebody axial force coefficient_ CA - CAb
Cm CI//. pitchin!-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS_REF
Cn C,___T yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
C_ CDL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentSb
Stsbility-kxi.: System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
- qS
CD CD drag coefficient; dragqS
CI--Jb CDB base-drmg coe<'ficient; base dragqS
CDf CDF fore,body drag coefficient; CD - ('Db
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side for_:eqS
Cm CIJM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching momen_
qS_REF
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient; ya_ing momc,nt
n !',]b
C._. C_L rolling-moment coefficient; rollinf_ moment<i;_b
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; C_C D
L/Dr L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio; C_C,]f
NOMENCLATURE
Additions to Standard List
Plot
Symbol Symbol Definition
Cpi CPI pressure coefficient at tap i
Cpsj CPSJ static pressure coefficient at tap j,(Psj - Ps_)/q_
CpTi CPT! total pressure coefficient at tap i,(PTi - Ps_)/q_
Mij MIJ local Mach number obtained using Raleigh-pitot
equation with (Psj/PTi)
Psj PSJ local static pressure at tap j, psfa
Ps_ P freestream static pressure, psfa
PTi PTI local total pressure at tap i, psfa
PT_ PT freestream total pressure, psfa
PTi/PT PTI/PT ratio of local to freestream total pressures
at tap i
Psj/Ps PSJ/P ratio of local to freestream static pressures attap j
PTi/qc PTI/QC ratio of local total pressure increment from
freestream static to freestream compressible
dynamic pressure, (PTi - Ps )/qc
q_ Q freestream (as measured) dynamic pressure, psfa
qc QCOMP freestream compressible dynamic pressure, psfa
PTx - Ps_
where PTx = PT for M _ 1,0





QIJ local compressible dynamic pressure, (PTi - Psj),qij psfa
qij/qc QIJ/QC ratio of local to freestream compressible dynamic
pressure
(APT/q)ij DPTQ!J local to freestream total pressure increment
ratioed to local compressible dynamic pressure,
(PT i - PT_)/(PTi - Psj), total pressure decrement
( _A_s/gJij DPQIJ local static pressure increment ratioed to local
comDressible dynamic pressure,
(Psj - Ps_)/(PTi - Psj), static pressure decrement
_a AILRON aileron deflection angle, degrees
_e ELEVON elevon deflection angle, degrees
aF BDFLAP bodyflap surface deflection angle, positive
deflection trailing edge down, degrees
Note: All calculations for rakes on datasets requiring Psj;
Psj was taken from a rake off dataset.
SUBSCRIPTS
i I local total pressure at the ith tap
j J local static pressure at the jth tap
RAKESON CONFIGURATION
J Static Pressure Tap Locations Model Station Xo
l Fuselage Flush Left Side 8.100
2 Fuselage Flush Right Side 8.100
3 Fuselage Flush Left Side 12.900





I Total Pressure Tap Locations Model Station Xo
! Left Rake Outboard 12.846
2 Left Rake Middle 12.873
3 Left Rake Inboard 12.900
4 Right Rake Inboard 12.900
5 Right Ra_e Middle 12.873
6 Right Rake Outboard 12.846
PROBESON CONFIGURATION
J Static Pressure Locations Model Station Xo
1 --->4 Same as the rakes on Configuration
5 Nose Pitot/Static Probe 0.809
6 Left Wing Pitot/Static Probe 35.025
I Total Pressure Tap Locations
6 Left Wing Pitot/Static Probe 35.025
7 Nose Pitot/Static Probe 0.809




The O.030-scale 45-0 model employed in this test was a representation
of the Configuratio_ 140A/B (modified) Space Shuttle Vehicle Orbiter. It
was instrumented for measurement of static and total pressures in the
region of the proposed Air Data Subsystem probes on the Orbiter forebody,
and was provided with alternate nose and left wing-tip flight test probe
installations. A wing-off configuration was also tested with and without
the total-pressure forebody rakes at transonic conditions. During certain
r_ns_ tufts were at_ached on the right-hand forebody region for flow-visu-
alization studies. Elevon and aileron deflections were variable, while
the _udder and speedbrake were maintained at 0 deg. settings and the body-
flap at -7.17 deg. See Table 11.
Hodel nomenclature used for this test was as follows:
where: Orb = B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N24 R5 V8 WII 6 N28
Comp3nent
Orbiter fuselage per Rockwell International lines: VL7OOOOI4OA/B
B26 (model drawing SS-A01360)
C9 Orbiter canopy per Rockwell International lines: VL7OOOOI4OA/B(mode] drawing SS-A01360)
E43 Orbiter fulT-span, unswept-hingeline 6"-gapped elevons perRockwell International lines: VL70-O00200 (model drawings SS-
A1360)
F8 Orbiter body flap per Rockwell International lines: VL70000200(model dra_ving SS-A1360)
Orbiter OMSpods per Rockwell International lines: VL700002030A,
MI6 VL70-00840! (model drawing SS-A1360)
Orbite' main propulsion system (MPS) nozzles: VL7OOOOI4OA,
N24 VL70-005034 (model drawing SS-A01360)
!2
CONFIGURATIONSINVESTIGATED (Concluded)
N28 Orbiter OMSnozzles: VL70-OOOI40A (model drawing SS-A01360)
R5 Orbiter rudder per Rockwell International lines: VL70000146A
(model drawing SS-A01360)
V8 Orbiter vertical tail per Rockwell lines: VL70-OOOI46A (model
drawing SS-A01360)
WII 6 Orbiter wing per Rockwell International lines: VL70-O00200(model drawing SS-A01360)
See Table III for detailed information on model components.
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TFST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Ames II x ll--Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel is a variable density,
closed return, continLIous flow type. This tunnel has an adjustable nozzle
(two flexible walls) and a slotted test section to permit transonic testing
over a Mac_ number range continuously variable from 0.4 to 1.4.
-7 IThe Ames 8 x ,-F,_ot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is a closed-return,
wriL-'.ble-density tunnel with a 8- by 7-foot rectangular test section. The
noz;;le has flexible side walls with fixed upper and lower surfaces. Mach
number range is cor_tinuously variable from 2.45 to 3.5. Tunnel stagnation
pressure can be varied from 0.3 to 2.0 atmospheres and Reynolds number
per foot varies from 1.0 x 106 to 5.0 x 106 .
The Ames 9 x 7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is a variable density,
continuous flow type with an adjustable nozzle to permit supersonic test-
ing over" a Mach rlu_:iber range continuously variable from 1.5 to 2.5. The
nozzle is of the asymmetric, sliding-block type in which the variation of
the test section Mach number is achieved by translating, in the stream-
wise direc:tion, the fixed--contour block that forms the floor of the nozzle.
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DATA REDUCTION
Six-component balance data were reduced, using Ames standard data
reduction techniques, to body-axis coefficient form. Angles of attack
and sideslip were corrected for balance and sting deflections. Moments
were reduced about the Orbiter moment reference center.
No base pressure corrections were applied to the data; however, two
base pressure taps were monitored for future reference. Tufts and
Schlieren photography were employed to determine local flow and shock-
wave patterns, particularly in the transonic regime.
The following reference dimensions and constants were used to reduce
the data to coefficient form.
Reference Dimensions and Constants
Model Full
Svmbol Definition Scale Scale
S wing reference area, ft _ 2.421 2690.0
E Wing reference MAC, in 14.244 474.8
b Wing reference span, in 28.100 936.68
MRP Moment reference point
Fuselage station 32.300 1076.68
Water plane 11.250 375
Probe data were reduced to provide local Mach number, various pres-
sure ratios, and coefficients as defined in the nomenclature section.
Mach numbers (Mij) were calculated using the Raleigh Pitot equation with
the appropriate static (Psj) and total (PTi) pressures. Calculations for
data sets containing data obtained with the rake installed utilize Psj
from an equivalent data set containing data obtained without the rake
installed.
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DISCUSSION OF DATA AND RESULTS
Force data were good in nearly all cases. A roll gauge failure be-
tween test segments _ and C required recalibration measures in the re-
duction program, bus no data were lost. Axial force data were possibly
the least accurate during this test due to the interaction effects of the
metric-to-nonmetric instrumentation leads running from the model to the
supporting sting. However', axial-force corrections to the model angle-
of-attack and/or angle-of-sideslip readings were considered insignificant.
Mcdel fidelity to configuration lines was questioned as a result of
asymmetrical pressure data in 0° sideslip cases with symmetrical deflection
settings. Model dimensional checks will be carried out as necessary to
determine compensations to test data.
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TABLE I
TEST : 0A161 A,B__ C I DATE:March, 1975
TEST CONDITIONS
REYNOLDSNUMBER DYNAMICPRESSURE ISTAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER (per unit length) (pounds/sq. inch) 1(degrees Fahrenhei t)
0.30 _._ x 106/ft 1.69






0.90 ! i 4.90
O. 95 _ 5.04
I .... 5.22O. 98
T ,,,. 5.451.05
T
1 .I0 i _ 5.55
1.15 ........ i 5.66
I
1 . 20 _ 5.68
l .30 ii 'V I 5.931.4o 1 6.]o
1.55 3.90 x 1061ft 4.47 85
¢l .75 i 4.62 I,,, .,, . • • i





AF 600 l bs
PM 27,000 in-I bs






TEST : 0AI61 A,B,C [DATE :March, 1975
TESTCONDITIONS
REYNOLDSNUMBER DYNAMICPRESSURE _TAGNATIONTEMP.ERATUREMACHNUMBER
(perunit length) (pour_s/sq. inch) [degrees Fahrenhei t)
2,00 3.00 x 106/ft 4.52 85
225 4' , 413
2.50 _,OO x 106/ft I l .95 102
3.00 2.21
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TABL[E] III MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODELCOMPONENT: qony - B24
GENERAL DFSCR!PTION: C¢,n_im,_a_ton 140A/B Orbiter fusela,_e.
NOTE. B2_ ' i_ _d_ntical tn 92l gx_eDt underside of fuselage has b_en
r_fair_4 te acceot W!I A.
I'40I)EL SCA!_: O.030
DRAWING NUMBER: W,vO-oOO_J_3B, -000200 -000205, -0040R'9, -00014_,
VLVO-OOOI40A -0001AOB
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (OML: Fwch St.a.Xo=235).In.1293.3 38.799
Length (IMI.: T:wd. Sta. Xo=238) In, 1290.3 I I _8 " 7_
Max Width (@ X = 152_.3) In. 26A.Q 7.9200
Max Depth (_.Xo = 156A) In. 250.00 7.500
Fineness Retio 0.244 0.26_
Area - Ft 2






MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY- 09
f




DRAWING NUMBER , . VLVO_OOOI!_3A
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (X_o - A34. 643 to 578) In. l&3.35V &.301
Max Width (@ Xo = 513.127), In. 152.412 &.572









MODEL C0>_PONENT: ST,OTT_DFLEVON (A-INCH rAP) - E&3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ConfiEuration IAOA '2 Orbiter el_vOn.
NOT_: El,_..,i_ a slot_:,_av_rion_ oc E24 . Data are eor one sine.
_'_D_"T ,_CAL," O. 030
DRAWINGNUMBER: VL70-OO0200. -006089, -<)06092
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2 210. O0 .0.189
Span (equivalent), In. _&9.2 i0. z_76
}inb'd equivalent chord , In. ll_,OOA 3.540
Outb'd equivalent c.hord, In. 55.192 1.656
Ratio movable st, rface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb'd equiv, chord O.&O04. 0,4004
Sweep Back Angles:, degrees
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00
Ta i I i ng Edge -10. 0>_ -10.056
Hingeline 0.00 0.0(5
!Product of Area & c)
Area Mcment (nXFr_d_x_e),Ft3 15_7.2_ O.OA3
Kean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 90.7 2.721
34
TABLE III(Cont'd)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - F_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confi_,uration140A PB orbiter bo_y flap.
Hin_eline located at Xn = ]528.3 Zn = 284.3
i
MODEL SgALE: 0,090.
DRAWtNG NUMBER VLv0-OO01AOA. -000145
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEl_ SCALE
Length (Xo = 1520 to Xo = 1613). In. 93.00 2.79
Max W_dth (In.) - 262.00 7.86
Max Oepth (@ X = 1520) In.. 23.00 0.69
F;neness Ratio
Area - Ft _'
Max Cross-Sectional





MC)DFI COMPONENT:: O_,TSPOD - MIA
i,
GENERAL DESCRIPI!ON: Configuration I&OC orbiter OMS ood - _hort _od,
MODEL SCALE: O.O90 ,
DRAWING NUMBER VLVO-OO_&OI. -O08&lO
OlMENS!ON: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (OMS Fwd St,a. Xo = 1310,5), In. 258.50 7.755
Max Width (@ Xo = 1511), In. 136.8 &.104"
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1511). :In. 7&.70 2.2&i
Fineness Ratio 2. ASA 2.g_.
Area - Ft 2







MODEL COMPONENT: MPS NOZZLES - N24
GEIfE_\L DESCRIPTION: Con¢iguration 140A 'B Orbiter MPS Nozzles.
MODEL SCALE: 0.090
DRJUING N]24B_R: VLV0-OOS030A , -OOOI40A
DIMI_NSIONS: FULL SC_:LE MODEL SCALE
_CH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane ____7.0 A.71'








Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
Upper Nozzle
X 1l_5. &3.35




Y + 53.00 + 1.59
Z _]+2.g4 ____









MODEL COMPOhGNT: 0MS NOZ'iLES - N28
GEI_EPJ_LDESCRIPTION: Confi_ration 140A 'B Orbiter OMS Nozzles.
MODEL SCALE: O_0_____
DIL'dgINGhq__PJ£R: Jr:_:QOOIAOA (Location) _'
DL_u_NSIONS: FULL SC_/_E MODEL SCALE
:@_CH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane








Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
Left x_r Nozzle
Xo 1518.O $5.5_





Zo &92,0 _21_6 _
w,_ll Position - E_;_
Nozz:..eLeft _ _'
Pitch 15o°hP' 15o°hP'
Yaw 12 17' 12 Ig'
Right x_ Nozzle
Pitch " 15°h9 ' 15°b'9'










Area- Ft 2 lOq.15 O.O90
Span (equivalent), In. _ 201.00 6.030
Inb'd equivalent chord_ In. 91.585 2.7&8
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 50.833 1.525
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord o.&oo O.&O0
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.400 o.4o 0
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge _3_.83 3&.83,,,
Tailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingelin_Produet of area & _) _ 31'-_3 3& _
Area Moment (N_ra_mmt_c<i_i_)Ft _ 610.92 0.0165
Mean Aerod>_amicChord, In. 73°2 2.196
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TABLE Ill (Cout'd)
C_,_,tPON_N_. 1ERTJ.(,,'.L "" V8_MODEL ' '_' _"
G_L DESCRIPTION: . Confi_Iration IhOC orbiter v_rtical tail
(Identical to configuration lhOA 'B vertical tail).
MODEL SCALE:: ___IL_O=3gt_--
DRA%TING ,NUMBER: VL70-O00140C I -OOOI/_6B
DLMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL II%TA
Area (Theo) - Ft2
P!anfo:rm L_I.23_ 0. 372
Span (Theo).-:In. 315.72 9.472
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675__
Rate of Taper 0._07 0.507 .__
Taper R_tio O. hO&_ O.40_ ___
Sweep-Back Angles; Degrees.
Leading Edge ____/_.0_00 ]__. 000
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.2_
0.25 Element Line _i.13 _i___
Chords :
Root (The(:,) :_P 26_.50 8.055
Tip (Theo) ",,'/P 108.A7 3.25&
MAC 199.81 5-99h
Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC lh_-,%5 h3.901
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 19.066
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 0,0
Airfoil Section
Leadi_ Wedge angle - Deg. I0.00 I0.00
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. ]h.92 _I_,_92 __
Leadir_ Edge R_dius %00 0.O60






NOTE" IdentLca[ to WI,I,,' _Tcm_f.,airfoil thickness. Dih_dral"an_le i_
,alon?_f,__?_.,,ilLinf,e4,<_ o¢ winp'.
_,_O_ELSCALR: O1,O30
TEST NO. DWG.NO, VL70-OOOI&OA,-._kO0200
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area t] bee.) Ftz
P! anform . 2690.00
Span (Thee In, , ___. 2_.10
,\s?ect Ratio o ,2.2L 2.2L_ -
_ Of
,a_e Taper ] lG__.q 1.!77
Taper Ratio 0 2!]D0 0.2{;0
.Dihedral Angle, degrees _,99.o __.%5o0
Znc;dence A';gle, degrees .. O.5O& cL_o_o
Aerodynami c Twi st, degrees _ 3.oo0Sweep mack Ang_b, degrees
Leading Edge aS.DO0 &5.ooo
Trailing Edge _g" - Io.o5_"
0,25 Element Line ._,_. 209. 3S.20_9Chords :
Root (Thee) B.P.O.O. _ _2pO._#.TZ_
Tie, (Thee) B,?'. 117,_ &l_&
MAC ,_v/.. _m _&/.LL__
Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC !114.83 _oZ__.__
W.P. of .25 MAC 29o.5R , ._4_317
B.L, of .25 MAC 3R2.]3 __j_
EXPOSED DATA
- AreE '(_neb) Ft2 1751.50 1.576
Sp_n, (Thee) In, BPI08 720 #_#_ 2] .{,20
Aspect Ratio _ 2.059Taper Patio
Chords o__9%3_ o.___2Z,.i__




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _8_,9 _ _.3_o
W,P. of .25 MAC .... 29A.30 __._£2_.?__ __
B.L. of .25 MAC 2_i,77 7.5q3
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b :
Tf _ b = O. 120 O. 120
Data for (I) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cure
P!an+e_m ,4_,a Ftz Z±3..I:'R --iT- :::--_
Load:,nq E_De ):ntersects Fus M. t. @Sta 500.o0 "TT_-/-.:f ....
_e_n_ Edge !nter'sects wlng 9 Sta !02/_.oo --,: ,:_
41
Notes:
C N C]. !_os_tive dl;ec!ions o[ ro:ce coefficients, rntw
rnomenf coe,r cients, ana angles are C Yw
indicated by arrows C .....
z For clar_tyl or_:dh-ls Or w_nd ,_nd :,_ ..... _, n
',he c,_.1.ke,axes have been dTsplaced from ' _' -
of gravity ! -"
m i _ /J'"
/" i z & I" i - _/';C f" ...............
_ m t 1
/- _ D,w .,.J z I/z] z
C






a. Three-View of Modified Orbiter Configuration
Figure 2. - Model sketches.
b. Pitot/Static Instrumentation for Model
Figure 2. - Concluded.
.p=
(_,
a. Three-Quarter Front View of Model Mounted Upright in the 8 x 7 Foot Tunnel
Figure 3. - Model Photographs.
.p=
b. Rear View of Model Mounted Sideways in the 8 x 7 Foot Tunnel
Figure 3. - Continued.
c. Front View of Model Mounted Sideways in the 9 x 7 Foot Tunnel
Figure 3. - Continued.
d, Top View of Model Mounted Sideways in the 9 x 7 Foot Tunnel
Figure 3. - Continued.
48
e. Rear View of Model Mounted Upright in the II x II Foot Tunnel
Figure 3. - Continued.
49
f. Front View of Model Mounted Upright in the II × II Foot Tunnel
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(QE?815) ARC II-97-87-09_ OAIGI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET AILRON DATASET A!LRON SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT.
_i nn
.Ov_ ;4ACH 1.100 BETA .000 QE7815 .000 RE7820 2.500 LREF _?W._OSC ;N.
k. O00 ELEVON .000 9DFLAP -?.1?0 RE?8_5 5.000 RETB30 7.500 BREF 936.6900 IN.8.000
;2.000 RE7835 IO.O00 XP_RP _076,6800 IN. XO[6.000 YMRP .CO00 IN. YO
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
!!






(6E'7S15) A_-,<S:i-_7-8,7-0Sh, $.:,181 8R_ZTER -_ : ....... . ....
: _.tSt ELEVON .t2C 92=-_ p -_,l"C wE7925 5.893 zL_2S -._$2 ErE: -- "
' --_= !C,8TS vx - ", :
_,. :E.%?O -..,2: ____
C_ :6,COO Z "':r :-_ :1:: -,. 7:
=P 800 SCILE ....
PAGE 50
(QE7815) ARC II-97-87-09W OAf61 ORBITER
REFERENCE _N_0PMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON S_EF ESgO,OOO0 SO.FT.
@ ,000 MACH .[00 BETA .000 DE?B]5 ,000 RE"820 2.500 _mrc _77.8000 IN.q,O ELEVON ,000 DFL_P -" iTO R T82S ....
0 8.000 • 5.000 RE"B30 7.500 BREF 936.6800 IN.
12.000 RET835 ;0.000 XY=p !0?6.6800 ;N. XO
16.000 Yt'IRP .OOO0 IN. YO
















: I i :
r
_'a -_ -3 -_ -I 0 ! _ S _ 6 7 8 @ lO l! !8 3 I% 1'5
_a
FIG. 6 VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
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(OE7815) ARC II-97-87-09b OAf61 ORBITER
REFERENCE [NFORMATION
SFKBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATABET AILRON DATABET AILRON BRE _ 2690.0000 SQ.VT,
.000 MACN !,!O0 BETA .000 QE?815 .000 RE?BBO 8.500 LPEF 47_,8000 IN.
4.000 ELEVON .OOO BDFLAP -q.]70 RE7825 5,000 REG830 7.500 BREF 935.5800 IN.0 e.ooo
]2.0bO RE7835 I0,000 XM_ = i076.5800 IN. XO
_ ;6.000 v,4=_ .OOCO IN. YO













-5 -4 -3 -2 -i 0 ! 2 3 4 5 5 7 B 9 !0 i'] 12 i5 1_ ]5
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(SE?913) ARC 11-g7-87-09_ OAIBI ORBITER
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATA[;ET BETA SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
.000 MACH l,I50 ELE\,'ON .000 SE7Bi3 -5.000 SE79,_ -2.000 LREF _7_.8000 ;N.
_.000 AILRON .000 BOFL_P _7 ,7 n
8.000 .... SETBi5 .000 SE79!6 2.000 BREF 935.6800 IN.
_\ ;2.000 SE79;7 5,000 XMRm _OTB.6BO0 IN. XO
% ;G.O00 YMRP ,0000 _N, YO
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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}(SE7913) ARC 11-9-7-8"7-0gW OAIBI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYYBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA OATASET BETA SREF 2590. SOOO SQ.FT.
0 ,09S MACH I .300 ELEVON .000 SE?BI 3 -5.000 SE'79 ] _ -2.090 L_E F _';'q. £OOO !N.
rm B.OOD"'803 AILRON .090 BDFLAP -7,170 BE79]5 ,000 SETBI6 2.009 BREF 935,6800 IN.
._.v 12.000 BE'T9]7 5.000 XHP_ ; "'_=_,,_. _B_,r-"_ _,., IN. XO
16.008 YXRP .0300 IN. Y0





-'9 -8 -'s -6 -5 -4 -'3 -2 -I O, 0_0_0_0_0_ i 2 3 q 5 6 9 8 9
B





(SE79 3) ARC Ii-97-87-09_ OAf61 ORBITER REfEReNCEJN_ORMAT_ON
SYM_SL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DAT_SET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
,Ooo MACH 2.000 ELEVON .000 SE7gI3 -5.000 SE7g_4 -2.000 LREF _7_.8000 iN.
q,O_ A1LRON .000 2DFLAP -7, I70 SEqg15 .000 SE7!_16 2.000 BREFS. 00 935,6800 IN,
ih 12.000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP [075.6800 IN. XO
iS.000 YMRD .0000 IN. YO
20.000 Z_R# 375.0000 IN. ZO
.O=O0
-9 -8 -7 -5 -5 -q -Z -2 -] O, Oz,O_04 0,_O_ ] 2 Z Lf 5 5 7 8 9
Z_
FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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i(SE?913) ARC 11-97-B7-094 OAIGI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYi';BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DAT,tSET BETA SREF 2690. O00O SO.FT.
C) ,000 MACH 2.500 ELEVON .000 5E.7913 -5. OOO SE7E !4 -2. 000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
L,.J 4.000 A[LRON .000 BDFLAP -7.1'70 SE7915 .000 SE'Tg16 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
O B.O00 SE'Tgl7 5,000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
12.0006 0 YMRP .0Od0 IN. YO
F_ 20. 000 ZMRP 3.75.0000 IN. ZOSCALE .0300
.14--
- I0-
-9 -s -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I o,o_o_04o_o_ I 2 3 q 5 s 7 8
B
FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE B3

(SE7913) ARC II-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .DO0 MACH 3.500 ELEVON .000 BE?B!3 -5.000 SE?_!4 -P.OO0 LREF 474.8000 IN.
[] 4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLA _ -7.170 5E7915 • .000 £E7916 2.090 BEEF 936.6800 IN.
0 8,000 SEqBI7 5,000 XMRP 10q6,6800 IN. XO
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B
FIG. q VARIATION OF LATERAu DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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(5E7913) ARC ll-97-87-094 0AI6! ORBITER REFERENCEiNFORMATZON
SYH_qOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET BETA DA_ASET BETA SREF _690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .000 MACH .700 ELEVON .000 SE7913 -5.000 5E_9_4 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN,
4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7,!70 5E7915 .000 sE_gI6 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 B.O00 SE7917 5.000 XMRP 1075,6800 IN. ×0
t2.000 YMRP ,0000 IN. YO
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(SE7913) ARC 11-97-87-084 OA161 ORBITER REFE_NCEI_rO_AT_ON
SYM'-DOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA OATASET BETA SREF 25g0.0000 SO.FT.
.000 MACH .950 ELEVON .O00 SE?gt3 -5.000 BE?9!4 -_.OOO LREF _G_.BOOO IN,
_,OOO AILRON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 SE7915 ,OOO SE79]6 2.000 BREr 935.6800 IN.
8.000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP 1076.5800 IN. XO
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FIG. "7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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(SE7913) ARC II-97-87-09V 0A161 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF BB90.O00O SO.FT.
0 ,000 MACH 1.050 ELEVON .000 SE?SI3 -5.000 SE?BI4 -2.000 LREF qTq.BO00 IN.
[] q.O00 AILRON .000 BOFLAP -7.170 SE7915 .000 SE?_I6 2.000 BREF 93B,6800 IN.
8.000 SE791"7 5.000 X_RP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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B
FIG. 7 VARIATION OF- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH BETA
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(SE79t3) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA161 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETR|C VALUES DATASET BETA BA_ASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LRCr _7W,8000 ;N.
.000 MACH l.]50 ELEVON .000 SETS[3 -5,000 BET914 -2.000
W 4.000 AILRON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 SE7915 .000 SE7'916 2.000 BREF 935.6800 iN.
0 8.000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP I075.6800 iN. XO






-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -q -3 -2 -] O, 02 Os O_ O_ 06 1 B 3 q 5 6 7 8 9
FIG. 7 VAR[AT[ON OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS N[TH BETA
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(9E7913) ARC II-97-B7-094 0A161 ORBITER REFERENCE|N_ORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA OATI.SET BETA 5REP 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 MACH 1.300 ELEVON .000 SE?913 -5.000 SE?£14 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.1?0 SE7915 .000 5ETEI6 2.000 BREF 936.6B00 _N.
0 8.000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP 1076.6B00 iN. XO




-9 -B -'7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I Oi O_0_0,, O_06 l 2 3 4 5 6 "7 B 9
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(SE7913) ARC II-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER _FERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
0 ,000 MACN 2.000 ELEVON .OOO SE7913 -5,000 SE_914 -2.000 LREF _7_.8000 IN.
[] 4.000 AILRON .OOO BDFLAP -7,170 SE?gI5 .000 SE7916 2.000 BREF 936.6808 IN.
0 8.OOn SE7917 5.000 XY_P 10?5,6a00 I'N. XO
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FIG. "7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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(SEq9[3) ARC I[-97-87-094 OAf6[ ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
S_IBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA BREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .000 MACN 2.500 ELEVON .000 SETBI3 -5.000 SE7914 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 !N.
4.000 AILRON .O00 8DFLAP -7.170 SEqBI5 .000 SE7BI6 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.B.O00
12.000 5E7917 5,000 XMRP I076.6800 IN. XO16,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH BETA
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-'9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -Z -2 -I 0_0_0_0, O_ O_ ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH BETA
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(SE7913) ARC I1-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER _E__RENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 ,000 MACN .700 ELEVON .000 SE7913 -5.000 SETg14 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
[] 4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7_.I?0 SE7915 .000 SE79]6 2.000 BREF 935,6800 IN.
8.000 SETgI? 5,000 XHRP I076.6800 IN. XO
A 12.000 YMRP .O000 IN. YO
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FIG. '7, VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH BETA
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(SE7913) ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALF'NA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA OATASET BETA SREF 2590.0000 SO,FT.
0 .OOO MACH .850 ELEVON ,000 SE?913 -5.000 SE?914 -2.000 LREF 4"/4.B000 IN.
[] 4,000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7,170 SE7915 .000 sE?gI6 2.000 BRER 936.6800 IN
8,000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP 1075.6800 IN. XO
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FIG. "7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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SY._.(SE?913}ALPHAARC 11-97-87-09_ OAI61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATIONPARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET
BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 MACH .950 ELEVON .OOO SE?gI3 -5.000 SE?SI4 -2.000 LEF 474.8000 IN.4.000 AILRON .OOO BDFLAP -?.l?O 5E79]5 .000 SETSIB E.OOO BREF 938.6800 IN.
8.000 _r7917 5.000 XMRP 1076.5800 IN. XO
Z2.000;5,000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. '7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
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(SE79131 ARC 11-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFEENCE;NrO_ATrON
SYMBOL ALi_N,A PARAMETRICVALUES DATASETBETA OAT_BETBETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .000 MACN 1.050 ELEVON ,000 SE?913 -5,000 SE?BI4 -2.000 LREF 4,'74.8000IN.[] 4.000 AILRON .OOO BDFLAP -'/.I?OSE7915 .DO0 BE?BIB B.O00 BREF 935.6800 IN.
O 8,000 BE?BIT 5.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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FIG. ? VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH BETA
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(SE"/:9:!_] AF(E: ] ]_r,_D,.';'-B'7-,_L'_ {,,)A_. ORBiT_i"_ F.Ei::_;_.__,¢_.:L_Ni-Ogti'iAT;:,,,
...... _ I,-_, ,-_ _.,S'fH_?;L _-L"r'_-, PAR _',HF,TE ! C ....._ ,',..v_._= ,':, TASk_ BETh, DATASE: __E1 t- Sqi'r,,, p.Sgn .P,OOO :,.... r
0 .000 HACH I . 100 ELEVON .OOO SE?9t 3 -5.000 SETBi _ -2.000 LREF 47'-_, 8O:,g ;r<.
u-. OC,u AILRON .000 BDFL AP -"7', 170 SE'7915 .OOO SE';g ; 6 2.000 BREF 936.5.800 IN.8.000 7917 5.000 XMRP ] 07E.B£rJC _N_ k'O
"YMRP . ..qO.OC IN. YC
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE . I !½
(SE7913) ARC 11-97-BT-og4 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 26g0.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .000 MACH 1,150 ELEVON .OOO SE7913 -5,000 SE°_I4 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
[] 4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 SETgI5 .000 BE'_glB 2,000 BREF 936.6B00 IN.
0 8.000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP ]076.6800 IN. XO
A 12.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. "7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE I 15

(SE7913) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 MACH _.300 ELEVON ,000 SEGBI3 -5.000 SE?9 4 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.k. O00 AILRON .000 BDTLAP -7.170 SEq915 .000 SE79 6 2.000 BREr 936.6B00 IN.
B.O00 527917 5.000 XHRP IOTB.GBO0 IN. XOz_ t2.00
16,OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE I I "7

(SE7913) ARC 11-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER REFERENCEI_-ORMATION
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALLEYS DATASET BETA OATASET BETA _EF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .OOO MACH |,B50 ELEVON ,DO0 SETBI3 -5.DO0 SE?BI4 -2.000 LREF 4qq.BO00 IN.
q. O00 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -?.V70 5E7915 .000 5E7916 B.OOO BREF 935.6B00 IN.B.ooo SETS17 5.ooo XMRP _076.SB00 IN. XO
z_ 12.000I6.000 YMRP .OOOO IN. YO
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FIG. "7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE 119

I(SE7913) ARC II-97-B7-09_ OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYHBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
G .000 MACH 2.000 ELEVON .000 5E7913 -5.000 5E7914 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
[] #.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 5E7915 .000 SET9i6 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 8_000 SE7917 5.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XOYHRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE 121

(SE7913) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA16! ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DA[ASET BETA SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT•
_,_ ,000 MACH 2.500 ELEVON •000 BE7913 -5.000 9E79!4 -2.090 LREF 474.8000 IN.
4.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 SETg;5 .000 BE7916 2.000 BREF 935.6800 IN.
8.000 SE7917 5,000 XMRP 1076.5800 IN. XO
z_ 12.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 7 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH BETA
PAGE !23

(SE7913) ARC It-g7-87-O9q OAt6! ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
_YHBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASE7 BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2590.0000 £O.FT.
0 ,000 HACH 3,500 ELEVON .000 5E7913 "5.000 _E7914 -2,000 LREF _74.B000 IN.
N.O00 AiLRON .000 BDFLAP -7,170 SE7915 .000 SE7glB £.000 BREF 9Z6.6800 IN.
0 8.000 SE7917 5,000 XMRP lOq5.SBO0 1N. XO
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DATA SEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDPLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
RE7913 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAISl ORBITER -5.000 .OOO .000 -7.]70 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RE791N LJ ARC II-97-87-094 OAI6I ORBITER -2.000 .000 .000 -7. I70 LREF 474.C000 IN.
RE7£15 _ ARC II-BT-B7-094 OAiBl ORBITER .000 .000 .000 -?.]?0 BREF S36.5800 iN.
RETBIG 4_ ARC II-97-87-094 OAIB] CRBITER 2.000 .000 .00 =3 -7.]70 XMRP 1076,B800 IN. XO
RE79,7 ARC t!-97-87-994 OAIBI ORBITER 5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZVR_ s75.oooo it;. zo
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CU._RACTE,_ISTICS WITH MACH NUMBER
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FIG_ _ VARIAT,"ON OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERIST},CS N[TH MACH NUMBER
B } ALPHA = _+o00 PAGE _30
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORHAT!ON
RE?g13 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER -5,000 .ODD .OOO -7.!70 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
_Z791# [] ARC II-97-BT-Og40AI6I ORBITER -2.000 .000 ,000 -7 170 LREF 47u.BO00 IN.
RETg]5 0 ARC |I-97-B7-094 OAIBI ORBITER .000 .DO0 .000 -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
RE7916 z_ ARC II-ST-BT-_9_ OAf61 ORBITER 2.000 .000 .000 -7.170 XMRP ' _"_0,6.68_0 IN. XORETBI7 ARC I_-B7-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER 5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 YMRP .O00O IN. YO
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH MACH NUMBER




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
RET@I3 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAf61 ORBITER -B.OO0 .DO0 ,,JOO -7,!70 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
R[79!L_ C'] ARC 11-£7-B7-094 OAI6! ORBITER -2.000 .000 300 -7.170 LREF _ _• 4,,.S0_ IN.
PE7915 0 ARC II-97_87-09q OAIGI ORBITER ,000 .000 ,)00 -7.]70 BRE_ 936._00 IN.
R[7gI5 _ ARC II-87-B7-094 OAlBl ORBITER 8.000 .000 ,300 -7.170 XMRP 1075,6S00 IN, XO
RE7917 ARC 11-97-87-094 OA!6I ORBITER 5.000 .000 ,)00 -7,170 YMRP .0003 IN. YO
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH MACH NUMBER
[D) ALPHA : 12.00 PAGE I35
-. oo'_- ! i
OA TA BE T SYMBOL CONF | OURAT ! ON BETA ELEVON A | LRON BDFLAP REFERENCE ! NFORHAT [ ON
RE7913 C) ARC _I-gT-ST-Og40AI61 ORBITER -5.000 .000 .000 -7.I'/'0 SREF 2890.O000 SO.FT.
RE'79i4 [] ARC I]-97-BT-O9q OAI61 ORB]TER -2.000 ,000 ,000 ~"/.;'70 LREF 474.8000 IN.
RE7915 0 ARC 11-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER .O00 .000 .000 -7.I70 BREF 936.68'30 IN.
RE79_6 _ ,_D_ 11-97-87-094 OAI6I ORBITER 2.000 .OOO ,000 -7.17'3 X_'=_.... !'376.6890 IN. XO
RE7917 _ ARC 11-97-87-094 OAI6I ORBITER 5,000 .000 .000 -7.170 YNRP .'3000 IN. YO
Z,_,R= 375.0003 iN. ZO
+--- +--- F- +---
O054=---4--
-.002_ _4_ _ i- 'f" ! i _ _:
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FIG. 8 VAR[AT!ON OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH MACH NUMBER
(D) ALPHA = ]2.00 PAGE 13"7

DATA SEF SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
RE7913 0 ARC !I-£7-Bq-oBh OAf61 n_RB,,.R_-r -5.000 .DO0 .000 -7._70 SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
RE79]_ _ ARC t1-97-B7-09_ OA]Bt ORB.TER -2,000 ,000 .000 -7.i70 LREF qTq.BO00 IN.
RE79]5 _ ARC I]-97-87-09_ OAI6] ORBITER .000 .000 .000 -7.170 BREF 936.BB00 IN.
RE7BI5 A ARC I]-97-87-09_ 0A!6] ORBITER B.O00 .000 .000 -7.170 XMRP I076.B800 IN. XO
RE79Iq _ ARC ]l-9q--Bq-Ogq OAIBI ORB[TER 5.000 .000 .000 -7.[70 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH MACH NUMBER
(E)ALPHA = 16.00 PAGE 139
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH MACH NUMBER
[E _ALPHA = lB.O0 PAGE 14.0
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAl_ CHARACTERISTICS NITH MACH NUMBER
[m)ALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 1_1
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M
FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL C;L&RACTERIST]CS NITH MACH NUMBER
tF "ALRHA = BO.O0 RAGE _+8
DAIA BET EYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFEI_ENCE INFORMATION
RE?9!3 0 ARC 11-97-B7-09# OAf6! ORBITER -5.000 .000 .C00 -7.170 SREF 2599.0000 SO.FT.
RE?914 [] ARC II-97-87-094 0A]61 ORBITER -2.000 .000 .CO0 -7.170 LREF 474.8000 IN,
RETBI5 _ ARC 11-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER .000 .000 .C00 -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
RE?91B z_ ARC II-97-87-094 OAI6] ORBITER 2,000 ,000 ,[00 -7.170 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
RE7917 L\ ARC ]I-97-B7-094 OAI61 ORBITER 5.000 ,000 .COO -7.170 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH MACH NUMBER
(F) ALPHA = BO.O0 PAGE 143

•DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON ._ILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
RE7913 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER -5.000 .000 .OOO -7.170 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
RE7914 [] ARC II-97-87-094 OAISI ORBITER -2.000 .000 .000 -7.170 LREF 47_.8000 IN.
RE7915 _ ARC II-97-87-09_ OAISI ORBITER .000 .000 .000 -7.170 BREF 935.6800 IN.
RE7916 _ ARC ]I-97-87-OBq OAt61 ORBITER 2.000 .000 .OOO -7.170 XHRP I076.6800 IN. XO
RE7917 _ ARC ]I-97-87-09_ OAi61 ORBITER 5.ODD .000 .000 -7.170 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 8 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH MACH NUMBER
(G)ALPHA = 2L_.O0 PAGE 1#5

(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER REFERENCETN_ORMATIONSYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES
SREF 2690.9300 50 FT.
0 -5,080 MACH .600 ALPHA .000 LREF b7#.8000 IN.
_ -2.000.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 8REF 936.6800 IN.
•_ 2.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
5.000 YMRP .0300 IN. YO
ZMRP _-"75.0000 IN. ZO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE 147
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FIG. g VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 150
(PE?813) ARC II-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER REFERENCE_rORMATIONSYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH .600 ALPHA I6.000 LREF 479.8000 IN.
[] -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.1qO IN.0 ,DO0 BREF 936.6800
2.000 XNRP IOqB.SBO3 IN. XO
% 5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZ_RP s75.oooo :_. zo
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 151

(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5,000 MACH .900 ALPHA .000 LREF 474,B009 IN.
E] -B.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
.000 ×MRP I076.6800 IN. XO








FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WiTH AILERON
,: PAGE 153
'."mE,o._ a] _rm,.,"'-"-"_ _-_/-o_-u=_ 0A.!.8[ ,',,_r-, T-r ?-r",_.,u._u,, ::::.r_E'R-LL'NC,-_,'rOr_;7_c''.....
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES BREF 9690.0000 SQ.FT.
O -5.COO MACH .BOO ALPHA q.O00 LREF k 7'4. m.CO.:: ',N,
BREF 936.6B38 iN,IN -2.050 ELEVON .OgO m_DFLAP -'7.1"70
XMRP 1076. _500 IN. ;<0
E•S_E YMRP .3329 [_:. YO
L._ 5.000 ZMRP 375. OOO9 ]";. ZO
SCALE .CSSC
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FIG, 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 15L_
(PETBI3) ARC 11-97-87-09_ OAIBI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SY_BOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF _--'-'-'-'-'-'-'-_SgO.0000SO.FT,
0 -5.000 MACH ,go0 ALPHA . 8.000 LREF ½74.8000 IN.
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.I70 BREF 935.6800 IN.
0 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 155
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS !AITH AILERON
PAGE 156
i(PE7813) ARC II-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER eErERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
-5.000 MACH .900 ALPHA I6.000 LPEF kTN.BO00 IN.
U -2.000 ELEVON ,OOO BDFLAP -7. I70 BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 .000 XMRP 1076,6800 IN. XO
2.000 YHRP .OOOO IN. YO5.000 ZMRP 375.O000 iN, ZO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE 157

(PE78i3) ARC [I-97-87-094 OAI6I ORBITER
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
-5.000 MACH 1.200 ALPHA .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
-B.O00 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 LREF _7q.8000 IN.
.000 8REF 936.5B00 IN.
2.000 XMRP 1075.6800 IN. XO
5.000 YH_P .0000 IN. YO
_nZMRP 375.0u_0 IN, ZO
• ] 8 SCALE •0_00
.iO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 159
(PE}'8i3) ARC i i,-97-B7-Ogh 0Ai8i ORB[TE_'_ ,_ZrZ_E:<CE::<ro--'t:tT:"x
.... _ 8rT_ p,_RlqdE TP-,: C V',t'_UF_ qR£_- F-'_9,"), 0C,9C SO.F:
c_ -5. corJ MACH I . 2:29 ALPHA '*. 060 LREF _.7K 6St "_, it,:.
"_r -P. OOO ELEVDN OOO BDFLAP -q. 1"70 BREF $36. ,%S_O ! N.
• XVRP _-"" _-PO ]} XO_lU D .......
. u uu v _,_ t<f; 2rn : T,I
/_, £. OOO ZtdRP _75. COCO _,7_
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL D[RECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH A[LERON
PAGE 160
(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA]6i ORBITER
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -5. 000 HACH I. 200 ALPHA 8. OOO SREF 2690. OOO0 SQ.FT.
-£. 000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -'7. ] 70 LREF 474. 8000 IN.
.000 BREF 935.6£00 IN.
2.000 XMRP 10"/6.6800 IN. XO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 161
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FIC, 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 162
(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-094 0A161 ORBITER
SYMBOL BETA PARAM_R,_ VALUES-- w REFERENCE INFORMATION
SP_F 2590.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH 1.200 ALPHA 15.000 LREF 4?4.8000 IN.
-2,000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7,170
.000 BREF 9Z8.5800 IN.
z_ 2.000 XMRP I075.5800 IN. XO5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
Z.RP 375.0000 IN. zo
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FIG. .q VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE I.64
(PEqBI3) ARC II-97-87-09# OAI61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
,0_ -5.000 MACH 1.400 ALPHA .O00 LREF 474.8000 IN.
L_ -2,000 ELEVON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF £35.6800 IN.
.000 XMRP 10q5.5800 IN, XO
2.000 YMRP .O000 IN. YO
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FiG. S VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE I6B
(PETBI3) ARC 11-97-B9-09_ OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATIONS_L 9ETA PARAMETRIC VALUES
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-5.000 MACH 1.400 ALPHA 9.000 LREF 4?4.8000 IN.
_ ' -2.OOO.o00 ELEVON .OOO 9DFLAP -7.]TO 8REF 93S.6900 IN.
L_ 2,000 XMRP 1075.5900 IN. XO
9,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 3"75.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .03gO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 167
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FIG, 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 168
(PETS13) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAt61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690,0000 SQ,FT,
0 -5,000 HACH l,_OO ALPHA lB.O00 LREF _q4.8000 IN.
[] -2.000 ELEVON .000 BOFLAP -7,170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 ,OOO XMRP 1075.6B00 IN. XO
z_ 2.000 YHRP ,O00C IN. YO
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FiG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 189
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FIG. S VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 170
(PE?Bt3) ARC 11-97-B7-094 OA16! ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATTON
SY_SOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES £REF £590.0000 SU.FT.
0 -5,000 MACH .BOO ALPHA ,000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
-2,000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 936.6B00 IN.
0 .000 XMRP Ioq6.6BO0 IN. XO
/k 2.000 YMRP .OOO0 IN. YO
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FIG, 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 17_
(PE7813] ARC II-97-87-09_ OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF £B90.OOO0 BO.FT,
0 -5.000 MACR .600 ALPHA 8,000 LREF 47_.8000 IN,
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7,170 BREF g36,6800 IN.
0 .000 XM'RP 1076.6800 IN. XO
A B.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FiG 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE i'7_
(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIGI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATIONSYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 _ _ SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.
5.wvO MACH .BOO ALPHA 16,000 LREF kT#.8000 IN.
F_ -2.OOO.o00 ELEVON .000 8D#LAP -7,170 BREF B_5.6800 IN.
,_ 2.000 XMRP iOTS.SBO0 IN. XO5 0 Y R .G 00 Y
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 175

(_E7813) ARC I1-97-87-09k OA16I ORBITER
SYmbOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE iNFORMATION
0 -5,000 MACH .900 ALPHA .000 SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT.
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.;70 LREF 474.8000 IN.
.000
BREF 936.6800 IN.
"I_ 2,0005,000 XMRP t076.6B00 IN. XO
YMRP ,0000 IN. YO
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FIG. _ VARIATION OF" LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 128
(PE7BI3) ARC 11-97-87-09# OAI61 ORBITER PEFERENCEiNFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH ,900 ALPHA 8.000 LREF NTN.8000 IN,
[] -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAm -7.|70 BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 ,000 XMRP I076.6B00 IN. XO
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FiG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERIST[CS NITH AILERON
PAGE i80
(PE7813) ARC II-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH .900 ALPHA IS.O00 LREF qTk,8000 iN.
-2.000 ELEVON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 935.5B00 IN.
0 .000 XMRP 1075.6800 IN. XO
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FIG, g VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
RAGE 182
(PEq813) ARC 11-97-87-09b OA161 ORBITER RErERENCEI_OR_TION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF £690.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5-000 MACH [.200 ALPHA .000 LREF _TN.BOOO IN.
[] -2.000 ELEYON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF g36.6800 IN.
0 .000 XM_ I07S._OO IN. XO
2.000 YMRP .O00O IN. YO5.0DO ZMRP 3?5,0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .OSOO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
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FIG,. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 184
(PE7813) ARC 11-97-87-09b OAI61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-5,000 MACH 1,200 ALPHA 8.000 LREF 474.8000 I_._.
-2,000 ELEVON .000 8DFLAP -7,170 8REF 936.6800 IN,
.000 XNRP ]0q5.6800 IN. XO
2.0005,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF L,',TERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 185

i(PE7813] ARC II-97-87-09q-OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCE|NFORMATION
S Y!'IBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
O, -5.000 HACN 1 .200 ALPHA I6.000 LREF R.74. 8000 IN.
-_'. 000 ELEVON .000 BOFLAP -7. ]70 BREF 935.6800 ;N.
0 .000 XMRP ; 07B.BBOO IN. XO
£.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZHRP 375,0000 ;N. ZO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE t 8"7

(PE7813) ARC II-g7-87-094 OAf6! ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
5YMS_O_ ZETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2590.0000 SO,FT.
-5,000 MACH !.400 ALPHA .000 L_F 474.8000 IN.
U -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN, xo
_.0oo YMRP .0000 IN. YO
5.000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0300
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE 189
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FIG. £ VA.RiATtON OF LATER$.L DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE 190
(PETBI3) ARC !I-97-87-094 OA1B1 ORBITER REFERENCE ;NFORHATION
. _RAM=TRL_ VALUES SREF 2690.0000 _Q,FT.SYIfiBOL BETA _" _ '_
-5,090 MACH i.4OO ALPMA 8,000 LREFBREF 474.B_00936.6800IN.IN.
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.]70 XMRP I076._B00 IN. XO
0 .000 YERP .SOSO IN. YO
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(PE7813) ARC Ii-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2590.0000 SO._'To
_,, -5. C00 MACH ]. 400 ALPHA I S. 000 LREP k74. 8000 ; N.
-E.C00 ELEVON .300 BDFLAP -'7. ]'70 BREF B36.BB00 IN.
O .0U0 XMRP I OqG.BB00 IN. XO
,_ 2.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO5.000 ZMRP 3"75.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0300
-5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 t5
8a
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(PEVBI3) ARC 11-93-87-09% OA16! ORBITER REFERENCE[NFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH .600 ALPHA I6.000 LREF N74.8000 IN.
[] -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 8REF 936.6800 IN.
0 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
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FIG. S VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE £00
(PE7813) ARC II-97-87-09% OAIGI ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREr 25g0.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH .900 ALPHA .000 LREF _74.8000 fN.BREF 936.6800 IN.
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 XMRP 1076,6B00 IN. XO
0 .000 YMRP .OOOO IN. YO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 201
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS N[TH AILERON
PAGE 80_
(PETBI3) ARC Ii-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES BREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
-5.000 MACH .go0 ALPHA 8.000 LREF #74.8000 _N.
U -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF g36.6SOO IN.
.000 XMRP 1076.5800 IN. xO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 203
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• FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE £04
fPE7813) ARC II-97-87-094 OAI6I ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
S,,'Mq___L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0C00 SO.FT.
__: -5.000 MACH .900 ALPHA IS.D00 LREF 474.8000 IN.
-2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF g35.6B08 iN.
0 .OOO XMRP IOq6.B900 IN. XO
2.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 205
[PEqBI3) ARC ! _-9'7_8 ]'-L]_u_ OAf6I u_bi !L_ SREF __SgO,OO,_O SO.FT.
S'q't_"J: BE_ FAR/,,ME_R! C ',/ALUES LREF -_7#._C_C V<.
0 -_. 000 MACN .9_0 &LPHA 20 •OOO BREF 935.68S_ ! N.
-E,O00 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -?. ]qO XMRP ;07E.-.EB?O :N. XO
'0' 70,,9 yMRP . _:.SO :N. YO• "=°-=-"*_,' iN. ZOE.OOC ZMRP _ '_- -_
5. ooo SCALE ::_C
.......... , -fr,- "Tr ............................................ T............. "_;.... ;, q' { 'l " ' I , . i I I ' 1 i t---_ 74
___1 I _ t I I / ,/_ t / / I i I i / ! 1 / 1 v I I i t I _ _ , i i t I_
.UY-2-1 I i 1 i i i i i I--I_-[--I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! } i J I i i I i I I i I i ]i r i 1 I ! ' I I I I ! i
n_ i i I i I I i I , I i i 1 _ h I I I i I I 1 t i i { i I ! _ ! I 4
_"-' ! i iSL_L ]_L_L__ i ! i i ] i i ! i i-V4--1I i _ i i i _ L _ , _ _
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FiG. S VARIAT|ON OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERiSTiCS NITH AILERON
PAGE £06
(PE7BI3) ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMAT|ON
-_ BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-5-000 MACH I.EOO ALPHA .000 LREF _7'_,-.8000 IN.
"2.000 ELEVON .OOO BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 935.6800 IN,
0 ,OOO XMRP 1075._800 IN. XO
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FIG. g VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE 207
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE £08
(PETB13) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA[61 ORBITER REFERENCE|NFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES BREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-5.000 MACH 1.200 ALPHA B.O00 LREF 4?4.8000 IN,
[] -2.000 ELEVON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 935.BB00 IN.
XMRP I076.6B00 IN, XO
0 .000 YMRP .0000 [N. YO
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FIG. S VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE el0
.... , k. .... • .. •
(_-'E7Bi3) ARC Ii-97-87-09q. OA16I ORBITER
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN;'ORMATION
-5,000 MACH I. 200 ALPHA [ 8. 000 SREF 2690. 0000 80. FT.-2. 00 ELEVON .00 8DFLAP -7. 17 LB b7k. 8. IN
2.000 BREF 935.6800 IN.5.000 XMRP 10'76.6800 IN. XO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NiTFI AILERON
PAGE 211

(PE7813) ARC II-97-87-09N OAIB! ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES SF,EF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-5.000 MACN i._OO ALPHA .000 LREF 47_,8000 IN,
-2.000 ELEVON .000 aDFLAP -7.170 BREr 936.6800 IN.
.000 XMRP 1076.6800 ;N, XO
2.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
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FIG. 9 VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS NITH AILERON
PAGE 213




F[G. VARIAT,ION OF LATERAL D_RECT'-ONAL CHARACTER_ST][CB NITH A!LERON
RAGE _tq
(PE7813) ARC II-97-87-09_ OAf61 ORBITER REFERENCEINFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
SY_BCL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES LREF kTw.800O IN.
-5.000 HACH i._O0 ALPHA 8.000 BREF 9Z6.6800 iN.
-2,000 ELEYON .000 SDFLAP -7.170 XHRP I076.5800 IN. XO
.000 YMRP .0090 IN. YO
2.000 ZMRP 3?5.0000 IN. Z05 SCALE . 3 0
.U/- i
.05
-5 -_ -_ -_ -i 0 1 e 3 _ 5 6 7 8 9 10 li 1_ I3 1_ 15
6a
FIG. @ VARIATION OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH AILERON
PAGE _i6
(PE?813) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 26g0.0000 SO.FT.
0 -5.000 MACH 1.400 ALPHA 16.000 LREF q?N.BO00 IN.D -2.000 ELEVON .000 BDFLAP -7.1700 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
,_ 2.000 XMRP I076.6B00 IN. XO5 Y 00 Y
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FETX03 CON_r_GURATION ARC ll-gT-BT-Og40AIBI ORBITER + RAKES REFERENCE INFORMATION
BY_:BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2Bgg.OgOO SQ.FT.
_, .oOO BETA -B.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 4Tk.Bg0O IN.
_2,000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -'7. I70 BREF 9E5,_00 IN.
O _.OO0 XERP _OTB.BSOO IN, X0
YHRP .0000 I_;. YO
Zt-'.,RP _,,_,'5.05 S0 It,:. ZO
-. _ -,m-]-,_ rrrn. "m-r TrrT,m'TF'_T_--_ "m--
2 u:
,, -E , "-hTr--Ir--T-i-7_: i , , , _ _ _?
xo _- i l I ........ " ' ' - .......
U_
• .......... _i Ii _
if2
o i . c_I i I --_.... L.... .J,.._I_.L___LIL___[-_L__.__ • i 1 i c
-Ill_ ' _-I-t----- ,- --_ ' ' '-_-;-' ' ' __' '_. , , . , , ,-
L_ ] ! ' " --i--_--V I _-- j_ J ' ' ' ' ' J J''' i I _ i_
C) _ I ! l I , =
_- , I t-L-L .-J-J---J-J-J_ ! _ , i
= _ t I ' ': '
| t t I--_V-[ _ i _ I I I ! I ', IN
o'-' _ I ....... ,iA--Li-_-_-Y_ _ ! i_ m_ ‚ ,L_d_
O ._ .8 1.2 1.6 210 2,4 2,8 3.2 3.5 4.0
I"1
FIO. !_ EFFECT OF ALPHA ON CALCULATED LOCAL MACH NUMBER R!GHT RAKE
PAGE 287

FEqX05 CONFIGURATION ARC II-97-87-09_ OAt61 ORBIIER * RAKES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYHBOL ALPHA PARAM4ZTR iC VALUES SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 ,ono BETA ,000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8000 IN,
I2.000 AILRON ,000 BDFLAP -7. 170 BREF 936.5800 IN.
0 24.000 XMRP 1076,6B'30 IN. XO
YMRP .OOO0 IN. YO
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FE-807 COKm':OJ_A_ION ARC II-97-87-0gW OA!6] ORBITER REFERENCE UNFOqMATION
5 "_ %u_I2L ALp_A PARAMETR IC VALUES SREF 2690.0009 SO.fT.
-' OCO BC'A 5.000 ELEVON 000 LREP qEu BSO9 !V.
__'_ 6.2S3 A]LRON .008 BDFLA p -7.170 FAREp S_.6_OO ['_.
C' ;2.SO? x>tr)P _07E .5800 ;N, kS
"_ :B.SZS 'iKR_ . G'2t 2 ;l'(. YO
-L_ _,. OJO ZMF_: 375,537S D,. ZO
SC&L[ _z'*
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FIO. 15 EFFECT OF ALPHA ON COMPRESSIBLE Q RATIO QIJ/QC RIGHT AAKE



















































FETDC5 CONFIGURATION ARC II-g?-87-094 OAIGI ORBITER * RAKES ITEFERENCE !NFORXATION
SYHBOL ALPHA PARAME TR!C VALUES SRCF 2B90. CgOO SO.FT.
0 .ODD BETA .ODD ELEVON .OOO LPE C- 47_..9_99 IN.
_.J 6.G50 AILRON .000 BDFLAm -'7.1"70 B_FjF 935.BF2C 'N.
/2 12.000 XP:qP i07_.,£$00 IN. xO
IS,COO Y_"P.P .COgO IN. YO24,000 Z -CR 575 0005 i;C.Z
SZALE .S37,O
-- I i io _K!III iiliT! I !II I II q ;',i
' I ' i _ ! i i '
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BETBO7 CO_IG_ATION ARC II-gT-BT-O9# OA|61 ORBITER * RAKES REFERENCE INFORMATI_ D_
SYh_BOL ALPHA PARANETR!C VALES SREF 26gO.OCO0 SQ.FT. E
C' .G00 BETA 5,000 ELEVON .0C0 LREF 47_.B000 IN. £
12.000 AILRON ,000 BDFLAP -7.170 BREF 935.6B00 IN.
X_4RP 1075.6800 IN. XO E
24.000 Y#TRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SE[ SYMBOL CONrIOURATION BETA ELEV_ AILRON B_L_ REFERENCE INFORMATION
EETX03 0 ARC ll-97-BT-Og4 0A161 ORBITER _ RAGS -5.000 .DO0 .000 -?,ITO SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
EET×05 _ ARC II-97-B7-094 OAt61 ORBITER * RAKES .000 .000 .OOO -7.170 LREF 4?_.BOOO IN.
E_7XO7 0 ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER * RAKES 5.000 .DO0 .000 -7.170 BREF 936.6800 iN.
EETxOI _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ,000 -7,170 XMRP I075.6B00 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
Z_P 3?5.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0330
Ii, fill iI I LI,I
2_-=._ 1 II II_! 1 I ,liL_-
, :i I |t t I t t I I I I i t I * ! '_
x 20 --- ---
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FIG. IB EFFECT OF BETA ON CALCULATED LOCAL MACH NUMBER LEFT RAKE




DATA SKI SYM_L CONFIOURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BOFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
EE?K_3 _ ARC !!-97-87-094 OAIB! 0......R  RAKES-5.000 .000 ,000 -7,!70 SREF 2690.0000 SO.PT.
[[':_c95 _ ARC _I-97-B7-09_ 0A!61 ORBITER .000 .000 .000 -7,170 LREF 474.8090 IN.
EETX3_ _ ARC 11-97-87-09q OA[51 ORBITER + RAKES 5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 BREF B_5.6800 IN.
£ETXCI _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OOO -7.170 XMRF lO?6.BBOO IN. XO
YHRP .0000 IN. YO
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FiG. t8 EFFECT oF BETA ON CALCULATED LOCAL NACH NUMBER LEFT RAKE
_;2)ALPHA : 6.00 PAGE 355



















DATA SE [ 5Y_OL CONFIOURAT|ON BETA ELEVON AILRON _FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATI_
FETB03 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAIB| _BITER + RAKES -S.O00 .000 .000 -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
[[7i_05 _ ARC I]-97-B7-094 OAT61 _BITER * RAKES .000 .ODD .DO0 -7.|70 LREF 474,8000 IN.
EE7_07 O ARC II-97-B7-094 OATS! _BETER * RAKES 5,000 .OOO .000 -7.170 BREF 936.5800 IN.
rr"=O_ _ ARC I|-97-B7-09_ Old6! ORBITER - WING • RAKES .DO0 -7.170 XMRP I078.6B00 IN. XO
.... YHRP .OCO0 IN. YO
ZHRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .OZO0
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FIG, 19 EFFECT OF BETA ON COMPRESSIBLE Q RATIO QIJ/QC LEFT RAKE
(A)ALPHA = .OO PAGE 375






A I • __(_)__PHA 6.00 PAGE 382
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DATA BET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON A!LRON BDFLAP REFE_NCE I_ORMATION
AETBO_ 0 ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + RAKES -5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 _EF _90.0000 SO.FT.
AETS05 [] ARC II-97-BT-OB40AlBI ORBITER * RAKES .000 .OOO .000 -7.170 LREF 474.S009 IN.
AETB07 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 Oil61 ORBITER + RAKES 5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 BREF 936.6S00 IN.
AETBOI _ ARC 1I-B7-87-094 OA[6I ORBITER - NING + RAKES ,000 -7.I70 XMRP 1076.6d89 IN. XO
YMRP .OOOO IN. YO
ZMRP 375.U030 IN. ZO
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FIG. 20 ECFECT OF BETA ON STATIC PRESSURE RATIO PSJIP LEFT RAKE
z



























































_TA _r SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BOFLAP REFERENCE iNFORMATION DA
_£T_]3 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAISI ORBITER -5.000 .OOO .OOO -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. =
FETSC5 _ ARC 11-97-87-094 OAISI ORBITER * RAKES .000 .000 .000 -?.l?O LREF 474.8000 IN. F
rE'-'B2T 0 ARC }1-97-87-08q OA1BI ORBITER * RAKES 5.0]0 .000 .000 -7.170 BREF 9_5.6B00 IN.
FE-9_i _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -7.170 X_P I076.6B00 IN. XO r
YKRP .DO00 IN. YO
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FIG. 23 EFFECT OF BETA ON COMPRESSIBLE Q RATIO QIJ/QC RIGHT RAKE










DATA SEI SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
FETB03 0 ARC II-97-B?-O94 OAI61 ORBITER * RA_S -5.000 .000 .000 -7,!70 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
FE7B05 _ ARC II-97-87-09# OAIGI ORBITER * RAKES .000 .DO0 .000 -7.;70 LREF 474.B000 IN.
FETB07 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAISI ORBITER * RAKES 5.000 .DO0 .000 -7.!70 BREF !ES,6BO0 IN.
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FIG. 23 EFFECT OF BETA ON COMPRESSIBLE Q RATIO QIJ/QC RIGHT RAKE




























DATA _r SYMBOL CONF|G_ATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE It_ORNATION
E-_03 0 ARC tI-gT-BT-OSq OA16l ORBITER * RAKES -5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
_£'B35 [] ARC I1-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER + RAKES .OOO .000 .000 -7.170
BET907 _ ARC II-g7-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER • RAKES LREF 474.8000 IN.
B£T_: _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -000 .000 "-7.170 BPEF 936.6B00 IN.
.000 -7.170 ×MRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
Y_RP .O00C IN. YO
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H(IETB03) ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + RAKES
,YMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF_MATION
0 Q_],'_ ALPHA Ie.OOO BETA -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 so.rT.
QE3.'QC ELEVON .000 AILRON .OOO LREF 474.8000 IN.
_I3,_ BDFLAP -7.170 9REF 936.6800 IN.
_£, QC XMRP ]076.6£00 IN. XO
_4 '_ Y_RP .GO00 IN. YO
_ C5- _c ZHR= 375.0000 IN. ZO
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i(IE7BOS) ARC II-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER + RAKES REFE_NCEI_9RMATIONSY_:BOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 O_I/GC ALPHA ]2.000 BETA .000 LREF 47k.8000 IN.CB3,'QC ELEVON .000 AILRON .000
0 013zQC BOFLAP -7.170 B_F 936.5890 IN.
_2,'QC X_P 1076.6800 IN. XO054,00 Y_P .0000 IN. YO
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(IETD03) ARC ]1-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER + RAKES
SY_t-_"JL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
:m DP02I ALPHA S_F 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 BETA -5.000
DP023 ELEVON ,DO0 AILRO_ .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
,) D_Q_3 BDFLAP -'7,170 £_EF 935.6G00 IN.
" CPO_2 XM#_ I076.6800 IN. XO
_ DPC54 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
Z _ DPC6_ ZMRR 375.0000 IN. ZO
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%(IE7D07) ARC II-97-B7-094 OAIBI ORBITER + RAKES
S_B_ O_TA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
_021 ALPHA .000 BETA 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
D_23 [LEVON .D00 AILRON .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
_013 BDFLAP -7.I70 BREF 935.6800 IN.
_ _052 ×_TRP 1076.BBgO IN. XODP054 Y_P .0000 IN. YO
DPCB4 ZMmP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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(BETI03) ARC II-97-87-09_ OAISl ORBITER + RAKES
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEENCE I_MATION
0 PI2,'P_PTI'PTELEvoNALPHA 6.000 BETA -5.000 SREF _go.ooo0 SO.fT.
.000 AILRON .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.PT3,'PT BDFLAP -7.170
PTA,,PT BREF 936.6800 IN.PT5,PT X_P IO76.SBDB IN. XO
PTB,PT Y_P .0000 IN. YO
¼_ ,,, Z_P 375.0000 IN. ZO
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FIG. 29 EFFECT OF POSITION ON TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO PTIIPT BOTH RAKES
PAGE 561

(BE7103) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA16! ORBITER + RAKES REFE_N=E_O_AnONSYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALES
5REF 26gO.OOQO SO.FT.
0 PTI/PT ALPHA 18.000 BETA -5.000 LREF 474.2000 IN.
[] PT2_PT ELEVON .000 AILRON .000 BREF 936.6B00 IN.0 PT3/PT 89FLAP -7.170
PT4,PT XMRP IO76.EBOD IN. XOPT5,'PT Y RP ,03gO IN. YO
pT6,_T ZHRP 375.C920 IN. ZO
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(BE7107) ARC II-97-87-094 OA]61 ORBITER + RAKES
SYHBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI_
0 PTI,PT ALPHA 6.000 BETA 5.000 _EF 2690.0900 SO.FT.
PT2/PT ELEVON ,ooo AILRON .000 LREF 474.800g IN.PT3,PT _DFLAP -7.170 _R[F 936.6500 IN.
PT4/PT XMRP I076.5800 IN. XOPISIPT YMRP .OOOO IN. YO
PT6/PT ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO_IGS_ATION BETA ELEV_ AILRON _FLAP REFERENCE I_MATI_
AETBO3 0 ARC II-gT-87-C94 OAI61 _BITER * RAKES -5.000 .ODO .000 -7.170 SREF 26go.o000 SO.FT.
AETBI3 [] ARC lI-97-87-09_ 04161 ORBITER -5.000 .000 .000 m7. I70 LREF 474.8000 I_.
AE'TBI8 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE --5.000 .000 2.500 -7,170 BREF 935.6_93 ]_.
AETB2$ _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000 .000 5.000 -7.170 XMRP I076.ES]O IN. XO
Y_RP .C000 i'_.YO
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FIG. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY
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_TA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION BETA _LEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
_E_BO3 0 ARC I-B?-BT-CB_ OAIBI ORBITER * RAKES -5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
•X_7BI3 [] ARC :!-97-87-09_ OAf61 ORBITER ~5.000 .000 .000 -7.170 LREF 474.£300 IN.
',EqBIB 0 OATh NJT AVAILABLE -5.000 .000 2.500 -7.]70 BREF 935.6800 IN.
kETB23 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000 .000 5.000 -7.170 XNRP I076.6B00 IN. XO
YHRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
7.O_ff_ ..... _ , , _ SCALE .O_aO
g__ I i i r ] I I I I I
W _ +---+--
w ii,
w 5.0 ,_1 I _'
• i I!
,
°-- Jl tii _
2.5 _ ......
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TA sEr SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVEN AILRON BDFLAF REFERENCE INFORMATION
C7GD5 C) ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + RAKES .000 .DO0 .000 -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
::'72]5 _ ARE 11-9"?-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER .000 .000 .DO0 -7.170 LR[F 474.890,9 IN.
f7._POZ..,825_Q ARcARCI!-97-87-C9411-97-87-094O:I6]OAIB]OR ITERORBITER .000 .000 8.500 -7.I70 BREF 9Z6.6930 IN.
.ODD .OOO 5.000 -7. 170 XF'RP 1976.69C0 IN. XO
-'::BF)I A_C I'.-97-87-09,*0",161 ORBITER - WING + RAKES .GO0 -7.170 YNR,= .OSO0 IN, Y9
/7E!CJ2 _ ;RC II-9"?-27-C94 OAf61 ORBITER - NING .DO0 -7170 ZMR = _,5.0,,,07-"n H,:,ZO
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FIG. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY




DATA SET SY_L CoNrIOb_ATION BETA ELEVON AILRON B_LAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
AE7B05 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAf610_ITER  RAKES,OOC ,000 .000 -7.170 5_F 2BgO.OOO0 SO.FT.
AETB:5 [] ARC II-97-BT-Og4 OAf61 ORBITER .000 .CCO .000 -7.17gAETB20 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE LREF 4?4.8000 IN.
AE7B25 @ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OOO .000 2.500 -7.!70 BREF 93B.6BOO IN.
AETC01 DATA NOT AVA!LABLE .000 .000 5.00C -7._70 X_P I076.BBO0 IN. XO
AE'IBO2 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .CCO -7.:70 Y_P .0000 IN, YO
.000 -7.E70 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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)ATA SEE SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
AE'TB25 0 ARC !i~gT-B7-094 OAI61 ORBITER .000 .000 .DO0 -7.170AE7_!5 _ ARC I'!-97-B7-OBq OAIBI ORBITER SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
_£7{_?0 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .OOO .000 -7,170 LREF #7_.8000 IN.
nE'"_25 £ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 ..300 2,500 -7,170 BREF 935.6900 IN,
&[T!B31 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -000 .000 5.000 -7.170 X_rRP 1076.5800 IN. XO
AE?_02 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -7.170 Y_RP ._000 IN. Y9
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DATA SET SYMBOL coNrIGb_ATION BETA ELEV_ AILRON BOFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
AESB05 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAIGI ORBITER * RAKE5 .DO0 .OOO .OOO -7.170AETBI5 _ ARC II-gT-87-og_ OAlGi ORBITER 5RER 26gO.ODO0 SO.FT.
AEqB20 _ OATA NOr AVAILABLE .OOO .000 .000 -7. I70 LREF 474.8000 IN.
AE7RE5 £ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 2.500 -7.170 BPEF 935.6800 IN.
#{7971 DATA NOT A¢AILABL[ -OOO ,DO0 5.000 -7.170 XMRP ID76.GBDD IN. ×0
AE7B_2 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .DO0 -7.170 YMRP .O00O IN. YO
-000 -?.I?O ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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3ATA BE_ SYMB_ CONFIO_ATI_ BETA ELCVON AILRON BOFLAP REFERENCE I_ORMATI_
AETB05 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + RAKES .000 .ODD .OOO -7.170 SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT.
AE7815 [] ARC 11-97-B7-094 OAI61 ORBITER .000 .DO0 .000 -7.170 LREF 474.8000 IN.
A["!_20_E...,E_95_0 DATA NOrAVA!LABLEDATAT V ILABLE .000 .000 2.500 -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
.ODD .ODD 5.000 -7.170 XMRP 1076.6S00 IN. XO
A_7!301 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OOO -7.I70 YMRP .0000 iN. YO
AE7922 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .900 -7._70 ZMRR 375.0000 IN. ZO
7. O" SCALE .0300
m 6.5 In
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FIG. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY




DATA SE_ SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE II'_--ORMATION
Ar?B05 0 ARC II-97-B7-094 OAI61 ORBITER .000 .000 .000 -7.170 SREF _=690.0900 SO.FT.
AE7B_5 [_ ARC I!-97-87-094 OAIGI ORBITER .000 .000 .OOO -7.170 LREF qT',.BOgO IN.
4ETB20 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 2.500 -7.170 eR[r 93B.GBCC ii'._.
AE'?B25 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 5,000 -7. 170 XI':Rm 1075.6809 IN. XO
AE-'BOI ARC II-BT-B'7-094 OAIGI ORBITER - NING .,-RAKES .000 -7. 170 Y,"tRF .OCO0 IN. YO
AETBOc_ _ ARC II-97-87--094 OAI61 ORBITER - NINO .000 -7.170 ZMP_ 3'7,5.0000 IT".ZO
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FIO. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY
(- __'.LP_.,-, = 24. O0






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
,r-_ ' BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
_.lu_, _ ARC ll-g7-87-G9N OAl6I ORBITER + RAKES 5.000 .OOO .000 -7.170 _EF 2Bgo.o000 SO.FT.A£7917 _ ARC :I-97-87-094 OAf61 ORBITER 5.000 .000 -000
AE_B22 _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -7.]79 LREF _74.8000 IN.
AE7827 _ DATA NO[ AVAILABLE 5.000 .000 2.500 -7.170 BREF 936.6800 IN.
5.000 .000 5.000 -7.170 XMRP 1076.6B00 IN. XO
Y_R_ .0000 IN. YO
ZHR= _75.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SY_OL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE I_OBMATION
AETB07 0 ARC II-97-87-094 OAT6] ORBITER * RAKES 5.000 .O00 .000 -7.1?O SREF 2593.900g SQ.FT.
AETBI7 _ ARC II-BT-B7-094 OAT61 ORBITER 5.000 .DO0 .OOO -7.170 LREF 474.8000 IN.
AE7B22 O ARC I|-B7-87-09_ OA:51 ORBITER 5.000 .000 2.500 -7.170 BREF B35.GeC2 IN.
AE7B27 _ ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER 5.000 .000 5.000 -7.I70 XHRP I076.6B00 IN. kO
YMRP .OCO0 IN. YO
ZN_P _75.0000 IN. ZO
" SCALE .gSS_
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FIG. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY
C)ALPHA = 12.00 PAGE 623

DATA SET 5Y_CL CONFIG_AT!ON BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFOR_TION
AZTB07 0 ARC I -97-87-09_ OAf61 ORBITER + RAKES 5.000 .000 .OOO -7.170 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT.
AE7BI7 [] ARC II-97-B7-09_ OAIBI ORBITER 5.000 .OOO .OOO -7.170 LREF 474.8000 IN.
AE7B22 0 ARC II-97-BT-Ogq OA:51 ORBITER 5.000 .000 2.500 -7.170 BREF 956.6800 IN.
AETB27 _ ARC ll-BT-87-OBN OA|GI ORBITER 5.000 .OOO 5.000 -7.170 XMRP I076.5800 IN. kO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
Z_RP 375.0000 IN. ZO
x ' l _ I_!!!I I
_ _ r II I r I I 11 !fltl , I I _;
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FIG. 30 FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE RATIO REPEATABILITY












(GE?Y38) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAI61 ORBITER + PROBES REFERENCEIEORMATI_
SYtCBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .OgO NACH .300 ELEVON .000 GETY38 -8.000 GE?Y39 -5.000 LREr 4?4.8000 IN.
[] _.OOO AILRON .gOD BDFLAP -?.I?O GE?YkO -2.000 OE?Yhl .DOg BREF 936.6800 IN.
0 IB.OOO GETYk3 5.000 OE?Y44 B.OOO X_P I076.6880 IN. xO
16.00020.OGO Y_RP .0000 IN. YO
84.000 Zt_RP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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(GE"/C3B) ARC 11-97-87-094 OA161 ORBITER + PROBES REFERENCEINFORM:J,rION
S'ft_90i. ALPHA PARAME TP I C VALUES DATASE T _E[A DATA_'E T BETA SREF 26g0. gO00 SO,FT.
.0O0 ,MACH .500 ELEVON .000 GE7C38 -8.000 GETC3g -5.000 LREr 474.8909 IN.
I'q 8,000 A ILRON ,000 BOFL AP -7. 170 GE'TC40 -2,090 GETC4, I0 12,000 .BOG BREr 935.6800 IN.
A 16.000 0E7C43 '5.000 GE"/CN4 8.000 XM_ 1076.68'30 _N. X0
"E 20. 000 YMRP .0009 IN, YO
2_'. 000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
_'._.-3 ] . 06" SCALE .C330
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TX_AT IFIG. 31 NOSE PITO C PROBE CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS BETA
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(GE7C38) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + PROBES REFERENCE INFORMATION
S_ ALPHA PARANE TR IC VALUES DATASET BETA DATASE T BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 8.000.000 NACHAILRON .OOO300 ELEVON .000 C,E";'C38 -8.000 GE?C39 -5. 800 LREF q'74.8000 IN.BDFLAP -7. I?O OETCAO -2.000
12.000 OETC41 .OOO BREF 936,6800 IN.
18.000 OETC4 3 5.000 OE?C44 8.000 XM'='-F' 10"76.5800 IN. )',0
20.000 Y_RP .0C00 IN. YO
r,, 24. 000 Z',_.P 375.0000 IN. ZO
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(GE7C45) ARC 11-97-B7-094 OA161 ORBITER + PROBES REFERENCEINFORMATION
5,_BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATABET BETA DATASET BETA SREF 2BgO.O000 SO.FT.
.gO0 MACH .300 ELEVON 15.000 0E7C45 -5.000 GE7C45 -2.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
8.000 AILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 GE7047 .go0 OETC4B 2.000 BREF12, 935.6800 iN.
16.000 OETC4B 5.000 XMRP I076.6800 IN. XO20.000 YMPP .0000 IN. YO
24.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SE[ SY,,'BOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
OETB38 0 ARC II-97-B?-094 OAf61 ORBITER * PROBES -B.O00 .000 .DOS -?.I?0 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
GEqBSg D ARC ll-g?-B?-094 OAf61 ORBITER * PROBES -5.C00 .000 .000 -?.170 LREF 474,8000 IN.
OET_L*O _ ARC 11-g7-87-09_ OA:6I ORBITER * PROBES -2.000 .000 .000 -7.170 EREF 936.6800 IN.
GETB_I £ ARC 11-97-87-0g# OZ,161 ORBITER + PROBES .CO0 ,ODD .ODD -7.170 XNRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
GETS43 ARC II-B7-B7-Ogw OA]61 ORBITER * PROBES 5.000 .000 .OOO -7.170 YMRP .OOOO IN. YO









DATA BET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ELEVON AILRON BDFLAP REFEREI_CE INFORMATION
GE"?B58 0 ARC II-97-87-09_. OAf61 ORBITER .,-PROBES -8.000 .000 .000 -7. 170 SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT.
OETB3g _ ARC 11-97-87-ng40AI61 ORBITER - PROBES -5.000 .gO0 .000 -7.170 LREF 4.4.80._:. I_'._.
GETB4rj _ ARC 11-97-87-094 OA:6I ORBITER _ PROBES -2.000 .OOO .OOO -7. I70 BREF B35.685_ INGE7B4] ARC 11-87-87-08_, OA161 ORBITER + PROBES .000 .000 .000 -7.170 XMRP IOq5.EBCO IN. XO
GETB43 ARC II-BT-B7-094 OAI6] ORBITER .,, PROBES 5.000 .000 .000 -7,170 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
OETB44 F'_ ARC I I-97-87-094 OAtBI ORBITER _, PROBES 8.000 .000 .000 -7.]70 ZNRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
q
o _ 010]: I _ -
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(GE7Y3B) ARC 11-97-87-094 OAIBI ORB[TER + FROBES . REFERENCEINFORMATION
SYMBOL ALPHA PARA_;ETR[C VALUES DATASET BETA DATASET BETA SRF_F 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .000 NACH .300 ELEVON .000 GE7Y_B -8.000 GE7Y3B -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.[] 8.000 AiLRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 GE7Y40 -2.0000 12.000 .OOO BR£F 938.6800 IN.OETY4_
16.000 GETY43 5.000 GE?Y4_ 8.000 XMqP I076.6900 IN. xo
20.000 _ YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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(GE7Y3B) ARC ii-97-87-094 OAIBI ORBITER + PROBES R_FE_NCE INFORMATION
5 Y_,'BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET BCTA DATASE T BETA SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 MACH .300 ELEVON .000 C,ETY 38 -8. OOO OETY39 -5. ODD LREF W'74.BODO IN.
"7 8.000 A ILRON .000 BDFLAP -7.170 OETY40 -2.000 GE?Yh I .000 935.6800 IN.12, BREF
16,000 OETY43 '5.000 GE"TY44 8.000 XI'CRP I0-',6.6800 IN. XO
20.000 YKRP .OOOO ]N, YO
24.000 Zt'q_P 3"75.0000 IN. ZO
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